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BASICS
ACCESSORIES

Many of the products listed below are small yet big impact items, vital 
for the hobby gardener: They facilitate the construction or operation of 
the greenhouse, are necessary for the fitting installation of additional 
equipment or have to be replaced from time to time.

03. NUTS AND BOLTS IN ALUMINIUM 

02. CROPPED NUTS AND BOLTS

Quantity: 10 pcs. | Material: Anodised aluminum* | Special features:  
Diamond-shaped head | Application: for insertion into aluminum 
profiles

01. NUTS AND BOLTS IN STAINLESS STEEL  

Quantity: 10 pcs. | Material: Stainless steel | Special features: square 
head | Application: for insertion into aluminum profiles | Use: standard 
screw for mounting of greenhouses

Quantity: 10 pcs. | Material: Anodised aluminum* | Special features:  
square head | Application: for insertion into aluminum profiles | Use: 
standard screw for assembling of greenhouses
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04. GLAZING RUBBER

05. REPLACEMENT SET FOR DOORS 

06. GLAZING SPRING CLIPS 

07. GLASS RETAINING CLIPS

Suitable for most Vitavia greenhouses | Length: 10 m | Material: Plastic 
(PVC) | Colour: Black

Material: Plastic (PVC), steel | Scope of delivery: 2 door rolls, fasteners, 2 
door gliders, nuts and bolts | Use: Sliding door | Special note: door rolls 
with ball bearings

Quantity: 20 pcs. | Material: galvanized steel | Color: Black or silver | 
Application: for fastening of glazing in aluminum profiles, to be used 
under tension

Quantity: 20 pcs. | Material: Stainless steel | Colour: Blank | Use: for the 
overlapping assembly of horticultural split glass
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08. GASKET

Fits all greenhouses with polycarbonate glazing and full sheet tough-
ened glass | Material: PC, aluminum bracket | Special feature: fixes on 
polycarbonate panels if in wind-exposed position

09. RAINWATER DOWNPIPES

10. CRESTING

The cresting is primarily used as decoration but also can be used 
as protection, for example against pigeons. It can be fixed with 
the supplied screws. As an alternative, silicone can also be used 
(not included). 

Material: Plastic (PVC) | Colours: Black, Green | Special feature: Adorned 
protection against pigeons | Suitable for: NEPTUNE, JUPITER, CASSAN-
DRA, SATURN, SIRIUS
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For the rain water to flow properly we recommend the Rainwa-
ter tube set (2 pcs.) for the greenhouses of series VENUS, ORION, 
NEPTUNE, JUPITER, CASSANDRA, SATURN, IDA 900-3300. The 
gutter is included as a standard of all greenhouses (beside HERA 
4500). The pipes can be easily attached to the greenhouse by 

use of a clamp.

Dimensions: L 28 x Ø 32 cm | Material: Plastic (PVC) | Scope of delivery: 2 
pipes, 2 connectors, 2 end caps, 2 clips


